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Abstract: Hysteresis motors are self starting brushless synchronous motors which are
being used widely due to their interesting features. Accurate modeling of the motors is
crucial to successful investigating the dynamic performance of them. The hysteresis loops
of the material used in the rotor and their influences on the parameters of the equivalent
circuit are necessary to be taken into consideration adequately. It is demonstrated that some
of the equivalent circuit parameters vary significantly with input voltage variation and other
operating conditions. In this paper, a comprehensive analysis of a hysteresis motor in the
start up and steady state regimes are carried out based on a developed d-q model of the
motor with time-varying parameters being updated during the simulation time. The
equivalent circuit of the motor is presented taking into account the major impact of the
input voltage. Simulation results performed in Matlab-Simulink environment prove that the
existing simple models with constant parameters can not predict the motor performance
accurately in particular for variable speed applications. Swings of torque, hunting
phenomenon, improvement of power factor by temporarily increasing the stator voltage and
start up behavior of the hysteresis machine are some important issues which can accurately
be analyzed by the proposed modeling approach.
Keywords: Dynamic Transient Model, Equivalent Circuit, Hysteresis Motor, Variable
Parameters.

1 Introduction 1
Hysteresis motor is a type of synchronous machine
which has found wide applications as small scale
machines. Due to simple structure and some favorite
features, this motor is being used in various fields such
as navigation, chemical, weaving, and military
industries [1], [2]. From construction point of view, the
stator of the motor has the same conventional polyphase winding, while the rotor is made of some rings of
hysteresis material. Having constant torque during the
run up, demanding a moderate start up current that is
usually less than 180% of the full load current, and
noiseless operation are some of the great advantages of
the hysteresis motors. A hysteresis motor also can pull a
wide range of loads with different inertia into
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synchronism. Having such exclusive superiorities, they
however suffer from some disadvantages such as high
magnetizing current, low power factor, and low
efficiency caused by parasitic losses. Another defect is
the lack of a fixed synchronous speed, especially when
the load varies [3], [4].
Unlike the permanent magnet machines, the rotor of
hysteresis motor takes role as a temporary magnet [5].
Therefore, when the load changes suddenly, the rotor
poles move on their surface, causing 3 to 5 Hz
oscillations. This low frequency and slowly damped
oscillation of speed is called hunting phenomenon [6].
The speed oscillation may introduce serious errors in
many applications such as gyroscopes [7]. Another
drawback is relatively long time needed to reach the
synchronism.
When the hysteresis motors are built as prototypes,
their dynamic transient analyses in the design stage are
quite important [8]-[10]. This topic has been discussed
in a few papers. In [11] the Finite Elements (FE)
method is used for analyzing, but it is rather time
consuming. Also in [4] another method is proposed with
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much simplification that makes the model inaccurate
for dynamic/transient analysis. In this paper, a linear
model with time varying parameters is proposed to
predict transient behavior of the hysteresis motors
accurately. The paper is organized as follows:
The basic equations of the motor are presented in
Section 2. In Section 3, the d-q equivalent circuits of the
motor are given taking into account the exact effect of
the hysteresis loops of the rotor material. In Section 4,
the simulation results under various situations including
the start up scenario are presented to prove the accuracy
and suitability of the proposed model. Simulations of
the study machine, which is a flat type hysteresis motor,
are carried out in Matlab-Simulink environment. This
section also explores how the hunting phenomenon
along with some other performances of the machine can
easily be predicted by the proposed model. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper.
2 Electrical Model of the Hysteresis Motors
For modeling of the hysteresis motors, the following
assumptions are made:
1- The stator winding is a sinusoidal distributed
winding.
2- The magnetic flux in the air gap is axial whereas it is
circumferential in the hysteresis material of the
rotor.

3- Impact of the hysteresis loops, their changes
(dynamic operating loop), and eddy currents all are
taken into account.
4- Hysteresis loops of the rotor material are
experimentally obtained by fitting the curves to the
empirical data.
In Fig. 1, the schematic model of a typical 3-phase
hysteresis motor with 3-phase stator windings and 120
degree displacement in the abc reference frame are
shown [2].
In this model the hysteresis loop of the rotor can be
replaced by 3-phase balanced windings with the same
number of turns of the stator windings or two phase
equivalent windings as shown in d-q frame of reference
by Fig. 1. The eddy current effect on the performance of
motor which depends on the slip is modeled by
resistance Re, and the hysteresis loss and power are
represented by Rh. As shown in Fig. 1, the parameter α
is the angle between d axis and phase ‘a’ axis of the
stator, which is called hysteresis delay angle. Also, Vrd
and Vrq in Fig. 1 are the equivalent induced voltages for
the hysteresis loop of the rotor. These voltages are
constant at synchronous condition, when the flux
densities become fixed all through the rotor.

Fig. 1 Schematic model of hysteresis motors.
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Rotor parameters in the above mentioned equivalent
circuit model can be obtained from structural
parameters of a disc type hysteresis motor which are
given by equations (1)-(4) [10]:

Rh =

4mf (K w N ph ) 2 t r R oi K sf B q sin α
1000R av H p
Rh
[Ω ]
Xr =
tan α

48mρ(K w N ph ) 2 R oi

Re =

2πR i t r
rr =

[Ω]

(1)

(2)

[Ω]

the equivalent circuit model [2] as shown in Fig. 2. In
this figure, Eωd and Eωd are defined by equations (7).
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All parameters of the motor used in this paper are
given in table I. These equations can be summarized in
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λ ds =

(9)

(10)

where:

Vds  rs 0 0 0  i ds 
  
 
Vqs  =  0 rs 0 0  i qs  +
V   0 0 rr 0  i 
dr
 dr  
 
Vqr   0 0 0 rr  i qr 

Xs

(8)

And finally the motion equation for a p-pole
hysteresis motor can be stated by (10).

Equation (5) can be rewritten with more details as
[4]:

Xm

(7b)

(4)

•
1
ω
X1 I+ r X 2 I
ωb
ωb

0

E ωq = (1 − s)[(X s + X m )i ds + X m i dr ]

Also, the electromagnetic torque of the hysteresis
motor is given by (8).

If the stator equations are transferred to the rotor
side, describing mathematical model of the hysteresis
machine in the rotor reference frame can be derived as:

 Xs

1  0
ωb X m

 0

(7a)

where:

RhRe
[Ω ]
sR h + R e

V = RI +

E ωd = (1 − s)[(X s + X m )i qs + X m i qr ]

jω
ωr
, H= b
p
ωb

(11)

3 Impact of Hysteresis Loops of Rotor
It is well known that when a hysteresis material is
exposed to a sinusoidal field (H) with specified
amplitude, the flux density (B) is non-sinusoidal and the
corresponding B-H curve follows a hysteresis loop. By
putting a small piece of the rotor material into
experiment, it is possible to obtain the magnetic
characteristics of the rotor substance. For this purpose, a
turoidal core with rectangular cross section is designed
from the rotor material with two coils on it supplied by
a low frequency voltage with adjustable amplitude.
While testing, voltages and currents of the coils are
measured and processed by a PC computer.
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Fig. 2 Equivalent circuit of hysteresis motor in d-q references.

Then the hysteresis loops of the material are
calculated. This test is done for alloy steel with
compositions Fe-Cr-Ni-Mo-C and with particular heat
treatment. Measured loops are depicted in Fig. 3.
Maximum achievable output power of the motor in the
steady state is proportional to the area of the
corresponding operating loop as shown versus peak
value of the field intensity in Fig. 4. If the fundamental
harmonic of the magnetic field intensity is defined as
H(t) = Hpcosωt, then the fundamental harmonic of the
flux density can be expressed as:

B( t ) = a1 cos ωt + b1 sin ωt = Bq cos(ωt − α)

(12)

where a1 versus Hp is shown in Fig. 5, the value of b1 for
any given Hp can be calculated by b1=Eh/(πHp), α is the
hysteresis delay angle and it is evaluated by
α = Arctan(b1/a1), and Bq is the amplitude of
fundamental harmonic of the flux density and is equals
to Bq = √(a12+b12). In many reports α is assumed
constant for a given material [10], while this parameter
varies greatly around its maximum value which is 42
degrees for the material used here.
During start-up, when a hysteresis motor is supplied
by sinusoidal voltage, due to sweeping of the rotor
substance by the stator flux, the hysteresis loss varies by
the flux sweep frequency. The delay between the
fundamental space harmonics of the rotor flux and the
field intensity is equal to hysteresis delay angle.
Therefore in this circumstances if the fundamental space

harmonic of the magnetic field intensity in the middle
path of the rotor disk is defined as H = Hpcosθ, then the
fundamental harmonic of the flux density can be written
as:

B1 (θ) = a1 cos θ + b1 sin θ = Bq cos(θ − α)

(13)

where, θ is the position angle of a given point of the
rotor. When the input voltage is sinusoidal, the rotor
substance somewhat follows just one of the B-H loops
after a short transient time (approximately one cycle).
Operating hysteresis loop is related to the amplitude of
the input voltage. If there are some harmonics in the
input voltage too, some minor loops appear on the
operating loop with frequency of the harmonics.
In contrast to other conventional motors, the
simulation results carried out in the steady state show
that the hysteresis motor parameters are quite sensitive
to the voltage variation. Variations of the parameters
with input voltage variations of the study hysteresis
motor are shown in Fig. 6. Such parameter variations
should necessarily be taken into considerations when
designing or dynamic and transient performance
analysis of the hysteresis motors. As seen in Fig. 6, rs is
not related to the input voltage and Xs, Xm can also be
considered constant over a wide range around the
operating point. But Xr, Rh and Rc vary significantly
with input voltage variations. So, an equivalent circuit
model with constant parameters cannot yield to accurate
responses.
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Fig. 3 Experimental hysteresis loops of the alloy steel of the rotor disc.
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Fig. 4 Area of the hysteresis loops versus peak values of the field intensity.
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Fig. 5 Variation of a1 versus peak value of the field intensity.
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Fig. 6 Variations of the equivalent circuit parameters versus input phase voltage.

4 Simulation Results of Transient Behavior of the
Hysteresis Motor
It is well known that total torque of a hysteresis
motor is produced via two different mechanisms,
namely hysteresis torque and the eddy current torque.
Hysteresis substance produces an angle between rotor
mmf and the resultant air gap mmf. The difference
between these fields causes a hysteresis torque, which is
the dominant component of the total torque. Hysteresis
power Ph in the hysteresis machines is almost constant.
In the stationary state, total hysteresis power turns to
heat, whereas it is the output power in the synchronous
mode. The other torque is the induction torque, which is
produced by eddy currents in the solid hysteresis
material and its copper cover. This part is fairly
considerable in accelerating the motor in the
asynchronous regime.
The hysteresis motor under study is simulated
according to equations (5)-(11) and the equivalent
circuit presented by Fig. 2. The corresponding data are
also given in table II.
In the model, expressed in d-q reference, the
elements of the model are treated variable to reflect
variations of the motor parameters discussed previously.
Therefore the model is updated for any instant based on
the information gathered from the instantaneous values
of the voltage, slip, and the corresponding rotor
operating loop. Suppose that initial flux intensity is Hp
then Bq and α are calculated as it is mentioned in the
previews section. Rh, Xr and Re are determined by
equations (1)-(3). Air gap flux (Φg), induced voltage
(E1) and resultant air gap mmf (Fg) are calculated
respectively by:

φg = 2t r K sf (R o − R i )Bq × 10 −6

E1 = 2 πK w N ph fφg
Fg = g(

2µ 0 R av

) × 10− 3

(16)

Magnetic motive force and iron loss of the stator
yoke and teeth and consequently the value of Rc can be
determined by means of magnetic characteristics of
stator core. By assuming the input phase voltage as
reference, phasor of the input phase current can be
obtained from:

I eq = (

E
E1
+ I h sin α) 2 + ( 1 + I h sin α ) 2 ∠ − ζ
Xm
Rc

(17)

where:

1
cos α
+
E
Xm
Zr
2
), I h = 1 , Z r = (rr ) 2 + X r
ζ = Arc tan(
1 sin α
Zr
+
Rc
Zr
Input voltage is then calculated by:
Vph = (E1 cos ζ + Z1I eq cos δ) 2 + (E1 sin ζ + Z1I eq sin δ) 2 (18)

where:

2

(14)

pt r Bq

(15)

Z1 = rs + X s

2

and δ = Arc tan(
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At this stage the calculated input voltage by equation
(18) has to be equal to the real input voltage. Otherwise
the value of Hp is modified by a proper step size and
calculations are repeated until the difference between
these two values falls into a given tolerance. Finally,
phasor of Ep as equivalent voltage for hysteresis element
is obtained by:

E p = (X m Ieq sin ζ + (X r + X m )I h sin α )2 +

(19)

(X m Ieq cos ζ + (X r + X m )I h cos α ) 2∠ − γ
where:

γ = Arc tan(

X m Ieq cos+ (X r + X m )I h cos α
X m Ieq sin ζ + (X r + X m )I h sin α

)

the beginning as it is apparent in the figure, the eddy
current in both axes vanishes as the rotor speed
approaches the synchronous speed.
If the loops switching was not taken into account,
the simulation results of speed, torque and current
would be as given by Fig. 9 [4]. According to Fig. 9 the
ratio of start-up current to steady-state current is about
10 and the start-up time is 0.6 s. This current ratio
seems too high while the start-up time is very short.
Through start-up, some parameters of the motor
vary. The variations of the rotor equivalent resistors Rh
and Xr due to changes in the hysteresis loops are
illustrated in Fig. 10. Variations of these parameters can
be verified by using equations (1) and (2). These
parameters get fixed in steady state when there is no
fluctuations in the flux density and the hysteresis loop
either.
5.2

Calculated Ep is a phasor for phase ‘a’, so it has to
be written in time domain for each phase and transferred
to synchronously rotating d-q reference frame to obtain
Vdr and Vqr. Now all parameters of the machine are
updated for this time.
5 Simulation Results
5.1
Motor without Load Under Nominal Supply
Speed and torque of the machine are depicted in
Fig. 7 when the hysteresis machine is assumed to be noload and it is driven by nominal voltage. The starting
torque is around 0.5 Nm and the overall starting time is
2.5 s. Three phase input currents as well as the currents
of to Rh and Re in d-q frame, are shown in Fig. 8. The
starting current swings up to twice the synchronous
mode current, of course just for a short time-interval in

Motor without Load and with 60% of
Nominal Voltage
Some important characteristics of the no load motor
but supplied by 60% of the nominal voltage are
illustrated in Fig. 11. As it is seen from Fig. 11, the
motor can start and pull into synchronism by the input
voltage less than the nominal voltage with no problem,
which is impossible for many other types of
synchronous motors. This reduction in the voltage
decreases the starting torque to about 0.2 Nm, and
significantly increases the stating time from 2.5 seconds
to 7 seconds. The speed fluctuations in the beginning of
the start-up process are apparently more significant
where the lower voltage supply is applied. When the
machine is supplied with nominal voltage, the rotor
currents in the stationary reference are shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 7 speed and torque, in no load condition with nominal supply voltage.
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Fig. 8 Three phase Input currents and rotor currents in no load condition with nominal supply voltage.

Fig. 9 Speed, torque and input currents of no load hysteresis motor supplied with nominal voltage [4].
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They are also depicted for 60% of the nominal
voltage in rotor reference frame in Fig. 11.
It can be seen in Fig. 12 that the motor acts as a
permanent magnet machine in the synchronous mode
with a constant rotor current. Being random, the current
levels of d and q axis depends on the position of the
rotor in the synchronism state which is a random
quantity as well.
Torque characteristic of the motor versus speed for
nominal voltage and for 60% of the nominal voltage are
also shown in Fig. 13. This figure explores that the
torque fluctuations frequency is higher and its damping
speed is lower for the lower voltage case. So it can be
inferred that for reducing the start-up time applying a
short-term voltage higher than the nominal voltage may
be useful. Also, small increase of the voltage or over
excitation is also possible at synchronous speed, which
is expected to improve the overall performance of the
motor. As already mentioned, low power factor
characteristics of the hysteresis machines is a major
concern.

Fig. 10 Variations of Rh, Xr in no load condition with nominal
supply voltage.
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Fig. 11 Speed and torque of no load hysteresis motor supplied with 60% of the nominal voltage.
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Fig. 13 Torque versus speed under (a) nominal input voltage (b) 60% of the nominal input voltage.

However, as addressed in [12], the power factor and
efficiency can sufficiently be improved through
reducing the supply voltage of the motor at cost of some
torque reduction. For instance, as illustrated in Fig. 14,
when the supply voltage decreases to 60% of the
nominal value, it would increase the power factor from
0.31 to 0.36.
5.3

Torque and Speed Variation During Step
Load Application
Graphs of the torque and speed are illustrated in
Fig. 15. The motor is initially started up at nominal
voltage with a 0.1 Nm load and then a step load of
0.2 Nm is applied at 4 s.

As seen from the figure, any sudden change in the
load at synchronism produces some expected low
damped fluctuations in the speed and torque. This
phenomenon which is called hunting is one of the
hysteresis motor disadvantages. These fluctuations
usually appear with a frequency of 3 to 5 Hz around the
operating point. The input voltage changing is usually
causes hunting phenomenon too. The hunting
phenomenon can more clearly be traced in the enlarged
Fig. 16. This phenomenon is expected to be more
serious for higher power motors. Furthermore, where
the load increase is not significant and the motor can
accelerate it successfully, then the speed remains nearly
constant.
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Fig. 14 Power factor A) nominal voltage B) 60% of nominal voltage.
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Fig. 15 Speed and torque variations caused by step load application from 0.1 Nm to 0.2 Nm in synchronism.
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(b)

(a)
Fig. 17 Photos of two hysteresis motors.

But if the produced torque fails to compensate the
load change, the motor will run as an asynchronous
motor, operating at a speed less than the synchronous
speed. Another interesting feature of these motors is the
fact that the load increase at synchronism does not cause
any major change in the input current amplitude. Fig. 12
explains the matter very well. In other words, having
almost constant speed and current amplitude in addition
to low start-up current are some interesting advantages
of hysteresis motors verified in this paper based on the
new modeling approach.
5.4
Some Experimental Results
Several types of the hysteresis motor are
manufactured in our workshop; the photos of two
motors are shown in Fig. 17.
Unfortunately, due to no access to a suitable data
acquisition set, experimental results of transient cannot
be derived accurately and only some steady state
experimental results are reported. When the motor
works in no load condition with about 50 watts friction
loss, the steady state current and start up time at
nominal input voltage have experimentally measured as
3.1 A and 2.5 s respectively. Furthermore power factor
in this condition is 0.3 which are proven the simulation
results.
The model presented for a similar size machine in
[4] predicts the start up and steady state currents as 10 A
and 4 A, respectively under the same condition
considered in this paper. The starting time is also
predicted to be around 0.5 s which reveals the modeling
error. The results as well as the discussion mentioned
earlier prove the overall superiority of the proposed
model in this paper.
6 Conclusion
A dynamic transient model in Matlab/Simulink
environment is proposed based on direct utilizing the
equations of hysteresis motor taking into consideration
the dynamic hysteresis loops and output characteristics
of the model in different conditions. Comparison of the

results obtained from three different case studies in this
paper with those obtained experimentally [1], [3],
validates the accuracy of the proposed modeling
approach, while this method takes less simulation time
in comparison to well-known FE method. Having
constant speed and torque with low start-up current are
some outstanding properties of hysteresis motors which
were clearly investigated in the paper. On the other side,
high starting time, high frequency and less damped
fluctuations of speed at start up with input voltage less
than the nominal, and also hunting phenomenon are
some of the hysteresis motors disadvantages
investigated by the proposed modeling approach
accurately. Power factor correction by voltage supply
reduction is also addressed in this paper. Furthermore,
the modeling approach proposed by this paper predicts
almost all important characteristics of the hysteresis
motors which can be used for optimal design and
control of the machine with fast execution time.
Appendix
In table I all of the used parameters are introduced
and in table II the hysteresis motor parameters are
presented.
Table I Nomenclature.

Vds,Vqs

Stator voltage in d-q axis

Vdr,Vqr

Rotor voltage in d-q axis

r s, r r

Stator and rotor resistance

X s, X r

Leakage reactances of stator and rotor

Xss, Xrr

Total reactances of stator and rotor

Xm

Magnetizing reactance

Ids, iqs

Stator currents in d-q axis

Idr, iqr

Rotor currents in d-q axis

ωr

Angular speed of rotor

ωb

Basic angular speed

Tem

Electromagnetic torque
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λd,λq

Linkage fluxes in d-q axis

TL

Load torque

H

Rotor inertia constant

s

Slip

Ksf

Stacking factor of stator laminations

tr

Thickness of rotor disk [mm]

Kw

Winding factor

Nph

No. of turns per phase

m

Number of phases

Ro

Inner radius of rotor and stator [mm]

Ri

Outer radius of rotor and stator [mm]

Roi

Ro-Ri

g

Axial air gap between stator and rotor [mm]

Rav

(Ri+Ro)/2

ρ

Resistivity of hysteresis material

Table II Motor parameters.
Pout = 50 watt

F = 60 Hz

rs = 2 Ω

P=2

Ls = 0.0086 H

H = 0.4

Lm = 0.0504 H

Vph = 80 volt
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